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By many accounts politics is becoming more polarized, yielding dire consequences for democracy and trust in government. Yet a growing body of
research on so-called false polarization finds that perceptions of ‘what the
other side believes’ are inaccurate—specifically, overly pessimistic—and that
these inaccuracies exacerbate intergroup conflict. Through a review of existing
work and a reanalysis of published data, we (i) develop a typology of the disparate phenomena that are labelled ‘polarization’, (ii) use that typology to
distinguish actual from (mis)perceived polarization, and (iii) identify when misperceived polarization gives rise to actual polarization (e.g. extreme issue
attitudes and prejudice). We further suggest that a specific psychological
domain is ideal for developing corrective interventions: meta-perception, one’s
judgement of how they are perceived by others. We review evidence indicating
that correcting meta-perception inaccuracies is effective at reducing intergroup
conflict and discuss methods for precisely measuring meta-perception accuracy. We argue that the reputational nature of meta-perception provides a
motivational mechanism by which individuals are sensitive to the truth, even
when those truths pertain to the ‘other side’. We conclude by discussing how
these insights can be integrated into existing research seeking to understand
polarization and its negative consequences.
This article is part of the theme issue ‘The political brain: neurocognitive
and computational mechanisms’.

1. Introduction
Concerns about political polarization and its negative effects on democracy and
intergroup relations have increased among scholars, policy makers and the
public alike over the past few years [1–4]. Yet despite this attention to polarization as a major contributor to modern political ills, a growing body of scientific
work on ‘false polarization’ has simultaneously flourished, suggesting that the
extent of polarization is largely a fiction of our minds [5–8].
So are we actually quite polarized or do we just think we are? The answer,
ultimately, is it depends. Of course, there is a temptation when we think about
polarization and its negative consequences to champion interpartisan harmony,
but a well-functioning democracy requires disagreement and debate. Thus, our
aim is to promote belief accuracy regarding the true levels of polarization and
the true attitudes of outgroups. However, before we get to that we need to disentangle the myriad phenomena that are labelled ‘polarization’ and understand
their psychological roots.
Here, we argue that integrating the psychology of meta-cognition—beliefs
about what other people believe—will help us better understand polarization.
First, we construct a typology of psychological and intergroup phenomena
that, while distinct, have all been labelled ‘polarization’. With this typology,
we argue that what is commonly called ‘false polarization’ is best understood
as inaccurate meta-cognitive beliefs of the first-order (what they believe) and
second-order (what they believe about us). However, the term ‘false polarization’
is misleading: polarization is a real, measurable phenomenon in the world. As we
will review, what is false is people’s beliefs about the extent of that polarization.
© 2021 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.

Table 1. Phenomena called ‘polarization’.
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ideology

actual polarization
objective attributes of people and intergroup
relations

(mis)perceived polarization
subjective perceptions of people and intergroup relations
(meta-cognition)

individual positions

intergroup gaps

ﬁrst-order beliefs

second-order beliefs
(meta-perception)

issue-position extremity

the actual ‘Partisan Gap’

perceived outgroup

what I think they think I believe:

extremism,
assumed disagreement,

ideological meta-perceptions,
felt misunderstanding

perceptions of the
identity

partisan identiﬁcation
extremity

actual bimodal
distribution of
identiﬁcation

‘Partisan Gap’
how I think other people
identify with their party,
my belief about the size

how I think they think I identify:
meta-stereotypes

of the party identiﬁcation
outgroup
feelings,
attributions

prejudice, dehumanization
of outgroups, affective
polarization

actual tribalism, true
intergroup animosity

To avoid confusion and facilitate conceptual clarity, we argue
that the term ‘false polarization’ should be replaced with
‘misperceived polarization’.
We then highlight a growing body of work indicating that
inaccurate perceptions of polarization can nonetheless drive
actual polarization. To bolster our claim that inaccurate
meta-cognition is a significant driver of actual polarization,
we conduct a novel reanalysis of published data on intergroup
meta-cognitive biases to demonstrate how psychological
methods for measuring judgement accuracy can be used to
better understand misperceived polarization and its relationship to actual polarization. We conclude by arguing that
interventions designed to target inaccurate meta-perceptions
may be particularly effective at reducing inaccurate perceptions of polarization and their negative effects owing to the
reputationally relevant nature of second-order beliefs (i.e.
that they are about ‘me’ or ‘us’).

(a) A typology of polarization, actual and
(mis)perceived
As research in this area has flourished across multiple social
science disciplines, many distinct phenomena across differing
levels of analysis have been labelled ‘polarization’. For
example, polarization, specifically affective polarization, is
often operationalized as the extremity of an individual’s
prejudice towards a political outgroup [3,9,10]. Other times,
polarization is defined as individuals’ ideological or issueposition extremity [11,12], or as the strength of their partisan
ingroup identification [13]. Sometimes, polarization is defined
as these phenomena at an intergroup rather than the individual level of analysis. That is, polarization is the empirical gap
in ideology, outgroup attitudes or ingroup identification
between parties [14–16].

gap
negative motive
attributions, assumed
distrust

how I think they feel about us/our
actions: group meta-perceptions,
meta-dehumanization

Yet, the third class of polarization phenomena refer to
individuals’ beliefs about outgroup individuals’ positions or
the intergroup gaps [1,7,8]. For example, there are several
documented cases in which people harbour overly negative
beliefs about what the ‘other side’ believes [5,17,18]. The
term ‘false polarization’ seems to have arisen from research
on ‘naive realism’ showing that partisans overestimate
disagreement with outgroups (see [19,20]).
While many individual papers make these distinctions
between different types of polarization (e.g. ‘actual versus
perceived’, ‘affective versus ideological’), the absence of an
organizing framework not only makes the synthesis of the
literature difficult, it makes discussing ‘false polarization’
all the more confusing. In order for something to be ‘false’,
there must be a corresponding true value to which it is compared. To distinguish between polarization which relates to
objective features of people and the world (actual polarization), and polarization that is a subjective perception
which may or may not be accurate (perceived polarization),
we propose a typology of phenomena called ‘polarization’
in table 1, which delineates between four levels of analysis
and three domains of psychological processes.
In table 1, individual and intergroup phenomena, such
as one’s own political issue position or outgroup prejudice,
are objective features of individuals’ psychology and social
relations, respectively. Meta-cognitive beliefs, by contrast,
are subjective perceptions of how I see ‘them’ or the gaps
between us (first-order beliefs), and perceptions of how
we think ‘they’ see ‘us’ (second-order beliefs; what we call
meta-perceptions). The critical insight here is that (i) socalled false polarization is solely the domain of meta-cognitive
beliefs (the right two columns), and (ii) the distinction between
‘false’ and actual polarization is more a distinction between
levels of analysis (states of the world/people versus
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on issues, ideological
polarization
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level of analysis

Table 1 highlights the manner in which (mis)perceived
polarization is conceptually distinct from other forms of polarization, but also how (mis)perceived polarization can refer to
two distinct meta-cognitive judgements: inaccurate firstorder beliefs about how others identify or how far apart two
groups are on an issue (e.g. perceived partisan gap), and inaccurate second-order beliefs about what others think about
oneself and one’s group (meta-perceptions). This distinction
not only helps us integrate disparate findings across the literature, but it also begins to illuminate the way in which
inaccuracies in first versus second-order judgements may
arise from different mechanisms.

(i) First-order beliefs
Understanding inaccurate first-order beliefs is paramount,
as such inaccuracies have been linked to a host of negative intergroup outcomes. For example, perceived out-party polarization
(measured as perceived outgroup policy attitude extremity) is
more strongly associated with negative outgroup evaluations
than is perceiver’s level of actual polarization (their own
policy preferences; [14]). Similarly, partisans vastly overestimate
the levels of party-stereotypic membership (e.g. the percentage
of Democrats who are lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender);
these inaccurate perceptions correlate with out-party dislike
and participants’ feelings of social distance from out-party
members [21]. Partisans also underestimate how much they
agree with out-party member views, which drives overestimation of the negative affect associated with exposure to opposing
views and reduced consumption of opposing views [22].
Several scholars have begun to investigate whether correcting first-order belief inaccuracy can attenuate intergroup
animus. A growing body of work conducted after the 2016
US President Election has found that fact-checking is successful at increasing belief accuracy [23–25]; however, many such
interventions focus on correcting factual beliefs about the
world/public policy (e.g. beliefs about crime statistics)
rather than inaccurate meta-cognitive beliefs. Evidence that
correcting such factual beliefs reduces actual polarization is
weak, because fact-checking is less effective when the corrective information is directly counter-attitudinal (i.e. debunking
personal ideology) relative to when it is unrelated to ideology [26]. By contrast, addressing first-order misperceptions
regarding polarization appears to be promising. For example,
an informational intervention correcting inaccurate perceptions of out-party policy extremity actually reduced
participants’ own attitude extremity [27], providing direct

(ii) Second-order beliefs
Negative and inaccurate second-order beliefs about how
‘they’ see ‘us’ (meta-perceptions) also play a central role in
driving intergroup conflict and have been noted as a likely
contributor to ‘toxic’ polarization [4]. For example, Democrats
and Republicans with the most extreme ideological attitudes
were the most likely to overestimate the levels of prejudice
and dehumanization their respective out-party held towards
them. These inaccurate meta-perceptions were, in turn,
uniquely associated with a willingness to violate democratic
norms in favour of ingroup loyalty [29]. Inaccurate metaperceptions also play a role outside the domain of politics.
For example, the belief that one’s social group is dehumanized by the other group incites reciprocal dehumanization
and support for hostile actions against outgroup members
[30]. Similarly, racial meta-stereotypes (what are ‘their’ stereotypes about my group?) are associated with anxiety and
decreased self-esteem [31,32].
What drives meta-perception (in)accuracy? While research
on first-order belief inaccuracy has tended to focus on individual explanations (e.g. information deficits, attitude extremity),
research on inaccurate meta-perceptions has generally found
that features of the intergroup contexts (e.g. whether the
groups are in competition), rather than individual characteristics, are a strong predictor of (in)accuracy. For example,
while Democrats and Republicans exhibit equally inaccurate
group meta-perceptions in competitive contexts, reframing
the same intergroup interactions as cooperative yields accurate
meta-perceptions across both parties [33]. Among Israelis and
Palestinians, group meta-perception accuracy was associated
with perceived political losses/gains after a conflict incident
(a feature of the intergroup context), but not by participants’
political knowledge, left-right orientation or empathy for the
outgroup [34]. Finally, the belief that one is dehumanized by
outgroups (meta-dehumanization) is independent of one’s
prejudice towards the outgroup [30].
These intergroup context-contingent patterns of metaperception accuracy parallel research on dyadic metaperceptions, where the relationships between people are
generally better predictors of accuracy than attributes of the individuals. For example, meta-perceptions become significantly
less accurate in competitive versus cooperative work contexts
[35], paralleling the findings from [33]. Also, in relationships
research, the nature of the relationship (i.e. strangers, friends
or romantic partners) is a much stronger predictor of metaperceptive accuracy than how much individuals like each
other or perceive the relationship to be of high quality [36,37].

3
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(b) How inaccuracy in first versus second-order beliefs
lead to actual polarization

evidence that correcting inaccurate first-order beliefs can
reduce actual polarization.
What drives first-order belief (in)accuracy? The evidence is
conflicting. For example, in judging the political views of other
individuals, those with more extreme political attitudes are in
fact more accurate judges [28]. By contrast, when inaccuracies
are examined among perceptions of the intergroup gap in ideological positions, those with less extreme partisan positions
[17], weaker ingroup identity [14,21] and less political sophistication [1] are more accurate. These disparate findings
highlight the need for scholars to carefully disambiguate the
inaccurate beliefs they are investigating, as inaccuracies
across differing phenomena (e.g. factual statistics versus the
attitudes of specific others versus the true intergroup gap in
attitudes) may have distinct psychological antecedents.

royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rstb

perceptions of those states), not between phenomena that do
or do not exist.
We also break these phenomena down by three psychological processes along the rows in table 1. Ideological processes
relate to phenomena that are issue-oriented, including extremism, naive realism and perceived intergroup disagreement.
Identity processes relate to the strength of identification with
social groups (e.g. political parties) for the self, fellow ingroup
members and the outgroup. Outgroup feelings and attributions are phenomena that are generally other-focused,
domain/issue-general and affective, including prejudice,
distrust and assumed negative reciprocity.

(c) Measuring inaccurate meta-perception: a reanalysis

2. Methods
Below we conduct a novel reanalysis of the data from experiment
4 of [33]. We preregistered the original collection of these data
on the Open Science Framework (OSF) (https://osf.io/atck5);
the data and analysis code for the published results are publicly
available (https://osf.io/zhysa/). We have also made our reanalysis of the original data available online (https://osf.io/4z6rc/).

(a) Sample
The sample of 536 participants consisted of self-identified Democrats and Republicans in the United States who participated
in the experiment in March 2019. Participants were recruited
through Qualtrics survey panels and were quota matched to
census distributions along the following variables to ensure the
sample was nationally representative: age, gender, ethnicity, education and income (see [33] supplementary materials for exact
quotas). The sample also had a quota for a 50/50 split of Democrats and Republicans. No participants who completed the
survey are excluded from data analysis.

(b) Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned, between-subjects, to one of
three conditions: the actual perception, ingroup perception or
group meta-perception condition. Within the condition, participants read five scenarios in randomized order, and for each
scenario responded to three items. In the actual perception condition, the scenarios pertained to the participant’s outgroup
acting competitively towards their ingroup, and participants
answered how much they disliked, opposed and found politically
unacceptable the behaviours in the scenarios. In the ingroup perception condition, participants received the same stimuli as the
actual perception condition but were asked the perceptual items
at the level of the ‘average’ ingroup member rather than their own
perceptions. In the group meta-perception condition, the scenarios
pertained to the participant’s ingroup acting competitively against
their outgroup, and the items ask participants to judge how the
average outgroup member would perceive the behaviours in the
scenarios. Across all conditions, all perception measurements
used 0–100 unipolar sliding scales. Exact survey materials can be
found on the OSF here: (https://osf.io/pbeaz/).

(c) Analysis
Lees & Cikara [33] analysed accuracy as the mean difference
between responses in each condition (i.e. group meta-perception
inaccuracy equalled the difference between the group metaperception and actual perception conditions). Here, we adopted
a componential approach where accuracy was understood as
both mean level over/underestimation of a given value, and the
within-participant linear rank-order relationship between participant’s judgements and their respective true values [44,45]. This
captures (i) point-estimate accuracy within each scenario/judgement (e.g. accuracy operationalized as whether each the group
meta-perception rating is equal to its corresponding actual perception among the outgroup), and (ii) rank-order accuracy across all
scenarios/judgements (e.g. accuracy operationalized as whether
the relative ranking of the group meta-perceptions across all
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If social scientists are to combat the cycle between misperceived polarization and actual polarization, they must be
able to carefully measure the specific meta-cognitive beliefs
that are inaccurate and connect those inaccuracies to downstream consequences of interest. To highlight the power of
existing psychological methods for measuring meta-cognitive
accuracy, and disentangling the multiple components of
judgement (in)accuracy, we turn to decades of research on
the accuracy of meta-perception.
Meta-perception accuracy has long been of interest to
psychology [38–41]. Questions of meta-accuracy have been
studied largely at the individual level, such as meta-perception in the domain of personality judgements [42], close
relationships [36], the workplace [35] and stereotyping [32].
From early writings on judgement accuracy [39], through the
social relations model [43] to more recent methodologies like
the social accuracy model [44] and the truth and bias model
[45], scholars have acknowledged that ‘accuracy’ in social
perception in truth has multiple components that can vary
independently and have distinct antecedents. For example,
meta-perceptions can be decomposed into judgements of
how one is uniquely perceived by others (distinctive metaaccuracy), how one is perceived stereotypically (normative
meta-accuracy), how one is perceived differently by different
observers (differential meta-accuracy), and how one is
uniquely misperceived by others (meta-insight). Moreover,
these types of meta-accuracy can be operationalized as linear
relationships ( profile agreement/rank-order accuracy) or
mean differences (directional bias).
To demonstrate how integrating some of these distinctions
into research on misperceived polarization can help us better
understand and combat it, we performed a novel analysis of
the data published in [33]. We originally found that group
meta-perceptions, second-order beliefs about how one’s outgroup perceives the collective behaviour of the ingroup, were
highly negative and inaccurate among Democrats and Republicans. This negativity bias persisted across multiple competitive,
but not cooperative, intergroup contexts. Critically, greater inaccuracy was associated with stronger negative first-order beliefs
about outgroup motives. We found that an informational
intervention informing Democrats and Republican of their inaccurate group meta-perceptions significantly reduced negative
motive attributions towards the outgroup and was more
effective on partisans who exhibited greater baseline inaccuracy.
Note that we examined accuracy as a matter of mean differences: are group meta-perceptions higher or lower than the
average actual perception of outgroup members? Nonetheless,
the structure of the data in our experiment 4 allows for a componential (re)analysis of group meta-perceptive accuracy.
Using the social accuracy model [44], we can examine accuracy
as a matter of mean over/underestimation within judgement,

and across judgements as the linear relationship between perceptions and their respective true values. Critically, this
analysis will reveal patterns of meta-perceptive (in)accuracy
not detailed in the original paper and provide further insight
into our understanding of meta-perception biases and their
relationship to actual polarization.

royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rstb

In summary, inaccurate second-order beliefs (meta-perception) represent a unique vector by which misperceived
polarization leads to actual polarization via mutual reinforcement, distinct from the mechanisms associated with inaccurate
first-order judgements. Therefore, understanding the methods
psychologists have long used to measure meta-perception,
and disentangle its many psychological components, presents
a generative avenue for scholars interested in studying
polarization.

Table 2 presents the results from the analysis of the linear relationship between perceptions and the true values of how perceivers’
respective in- and outgroup actually perceived the behaviour in
the scenarios. In line with the findings from [33], the intercept estimate 9.26 ( p < 0.001) reproduced the mean differences between the
actual and ingroup perceptions conditions originally observed,
and the condition fixed-effect estimate 11.38 ( p < 0.001) reproduced the mean difference between the group meta- and
ingroup perceptions conditions observed in the original study.
What is new is that we observed a significant linear relationship between participant judgements and the true values,
suggesting that participants were accurate about the beliefs of
the groups they were forecasting; however, this relationship
was qualified by significant two- and three-way interactions.
As such, we calculated marginal slope estimates for this linear
relationship by party and condition. Figure 1 visualizes the results.
Democrats (b = 0.71, 95% confidence interval (CI) = (0.53, 0.90))
and Republican (b = 0.50, 95% CI = (0.27, 0.73)) in the ingroup
perceptions condition exhibited relative rank-order accuracy in
judging the true perceptions of members of their ingroup. However, in the group meta-perception condition, we observed no
relative rank-order accuracy among Democrats (b = −0.03, 95%
CI = (−0.24, 0.19)) or Republican (b = 0.16, 95% CI = (−0.02, 0.34))
in judging the true perceptions of members of the outgroup.
Put simply, the difference in accuracy for our judgements for
the ingroup and our meta-perception judgements for the outgroup was not just a matter of degree, but a matter of kind.
When estimating our ingroup’s beliefs we are still sensitive to
the varying severity of the scenarios and get the rank-order of
judgements right; the same is not true when we are considering
the beliefs of the outgroup.

(e) Discussion
These results highlight the critical importance, and benefit, of using a
componential approach to understanding accuracy in meta-cognitive judgement. Here, we replicated the original finding that group
meta-perceptions are, at a mean level, overly pessimistic for forecasts
of both ingroup and outgroup members. However, when examining
accuracy as the linear relationship between perceptions and true
values, we found that participants were accurate in their rank-

Judgement
95% CI

p

9.26

4.54–13.98

<0.001

true values
condition [meta-P]

0.71
11.38

0.53–0.90
5.92–16.83

<0.001
<0.001

party [Republican]

0.99

−4.83–6.81

0.739

predictors
intercept

b

true values * condition
[meta-P]

−0.74

−0.96–−0.52

true values * party
[Republican]

−0.21

−0.45–0.03

0.082

condition [meta-P] *

−0.41

−8.27–7.45

0.919

0.08–0.72

0.015

party [Republican]
(true values * condition

0.40

<0.001

[meta-P]) * party
[Republican]
random effects
σ2

173.06

τ00 Scenario:ID

452.44

τ00 ID
τ00 Scenario

237.52
6.98

ICC
NScenario
NID
observations
marginal R 2/

0.80
5
366
5479
0.070/0.815

conditional R 2

order estimates of fellow ingroup members’ beliefs, but not outgroup members’ beliefs, despite both Democrats and Republicans
having near-identical actual-perceptions of the scenarios.
Rather than concluding that partisans overestimate polarization when forecasting the perceptions of all other partisans
(with merely an attenuated effect size when comparing perceptions of the ingroup versus outgroup), this reanalysis suggests
a qualitatively different interpretation: partisans misperceive outgroup polarization, but accurately perceive ingroup polarization,
with some upward bias in their mean estimates. This more
nuanced interpretation is owing to the use of componential analyses of accuracy and highlights the utility of incorporating such
methods into research on (mis)perceived polarization.
This pattern also suggests that overly negative group metaperceptions do not result from a lack of knowledge per se, rather
that they result from an inability (or unwillingness) to apply the
knowledge individuals already possess—in this case, the relative
perceived extremity of the scenarios. Such interpretations broadly
align with our assertion that misperceived polarization in the
domain of second-order judgements is largely a factor of intergroup context rather than individual differences or information
deficits. Thus one implication of these findings is that the links
between inaccurate judgement and actual polarization reviewed
above arise from a particular kind of inaccuracy: one in which
one’s model of the ‘other’ is severely over-generalized. While we
may have strong stereotypes about both the other party and our
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(d) Results

Table 2. Accuracy of ingroup and group meta-perception. (Statistically
signiﬁcant p-values less than 0.05 are in bold.)

royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rstb

judgements match the order of actual perceptions made by
outgroup members).
For participants in the group meta-perception condition, the
true values are the mean responses from outgroup members,
within item and scenario, in the actual perception condition. For
participants in the ingroup perception condition, the true values
are the mean responses from ingroup members, within item and
scenario, in the actual perception condition.
Drawing from the social accuracy model [44], we used a unified linear mixed-effect model framework to analyse accuracy in
participant judgements. Participants’ judgements across the
group meta- and ingroup perception conditions were modelled
as the dependent variable, while within-participant true values
(actual-perception condition means), condition (0 = ingroup
perceptions, 1 = group meta-perceptions), participant party
affiliation (0 = Democrat, 1 = Republican), and the three-way interaction between them were modelled as predictors. Random
intercepts for participant, scenario, and the interaction between
participant and scenario were also modelled. p-values and
degrees of freedom were calculated using Satterthwaite approximation. Both the true values and participant judgements were
centred on the grand mean of the true values [45,46], which
orthogonalized the variables and allowed the intercept to reflect
the mean difference between judgements and the truth
(i.e. conceptually replicating the original analysis from [33]).

party = Democrat

party = Republican

6
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judgements

20

0

–10

–20

–10

0

condition

10

20
–20
true values

ingroup-P condition

–10

0

10

20

meta-P condition

Figure 1. N = 366 (N observations = 5479). Plot of the three-way interaction between party-identification (by the panel), condition: ingroup (dashed line) versus
meta-perception (solid line), and other participants’ ‘true’ values in predicting participants’ judgements. For both parties, results indicate significant and positive
linear relationships between ingroup perceptions and their true values, providing evidence for rank-related accuracy; we find no such evidence for rank-related
accuracy in group meta-perceptions. Error bars 95% CIs. (Online version in colour.)

own, our beliefs about ‘us’ are at least still modulated by the
details of the local context. Examining how partisan extremity
affects the accuracy of ingroup meta-perception is a fruitful
avenue of future research, as recent work suggests ideological
extremity exacerbates the inaccuracy of outgroup meta-perception
among Democrats and Republicans [29].

3. Focus on correcting inaccurate
meta-perceptions
Integrating research on meta-cognitive inaccuracy into
our understanding of polarization provides two useful
insights for scholars developing interventions to correct inaccurate beliefs. The first insight is the need for componential
analyses of inaccuracy. Researchers have long noted the univariate measures of judgement accuracy can be misleading
[39,44,47,48] as they not only collapse across accuracy’s
multiple components, such as rank-order and mean-level accuracy, they also fail to account for known biases that affect such
judgements, including normativity and stereotyping [49], and
projection [50]. If we wish to uncover the mechanisms driving
misperceived polarization and use those mechanisms to
develop interventions to increase belief accuracy, we need
to have a precise picture of the nature of such inaccuracy.
The second insight is that informational interventions for
reducing belief inaccuracy may be more effective on inaccurate

second-order beliefs than on first-order beliefs. While both
first- and second-order beliefs are subject to the motivation
to perceive the world accurately, second-order beliefs are
unique in that they are fundamentally tied to one’s own, or
one’s groups, reputation. Individuals have a strong motivation
to manage the positive impression they make on others
[51,52], and in order to do so, they need to accurately understand how they are perceived by others. This reputational
motive might explain why meta-perceptions are more accurate
in cooperative contexts [33,35] and among those in closer
relationships [36]. While work on correcting inaccurate metaperceptions in intergroup relations is still nascent, we predict
that the reputational nature of meta-perception makes individuals uniquely sensitive to corrective information in a way that
first-order beliefs and factual beliefs may not.
More broadly, we encourage polarization scholars to consider inaccurate meta-cognitive beliefs more centrality in their
models of polarization, a call others have recently made as
well [4]. Perhaps understandably, existing work on inaccurate
political beliefs tends to focus on inaccurate factual beliefs
(e.g. is climate change real, was Barack Obama born in the
United States), yet interventions attempting to update such
inaccurate beliefs tend to have small effects on judgement
accuracy and struggle to overcome entrenched beliefs (see
meta-analysis in [26]). While there is still much research to
be done, recent work suggests corrective interventions targeting inaccurate meta-cognitive beliefs are quite effective at

4. Conclusion

Authors’ note. Parts of the ‘Measuring inaccurate meta-perception: a reanalysis’ section are based on unpublished portions of Jeffrey Lees’
dissertation, and parts of the ‘Sample’ and ‘Procedure’ sections are
based on the text in [33].
Ethics. Experiment 4 of [33] was approved by Harvard University’s
Institutional Review Board, and all participants gave their informed
consent before participating.
Data accessibility. Data and analysis scripts for the findings presented
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